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Let Ja be a commutative ring with 1, and let R be an Q-algebra with center C. 
A polynomial f (Xl ,..., X,,,) with coefficients in Sz is an identity of R if 
f(rt ,.,., f,) = 0 for all r1 ,..., r,,, in R, and f is central in R if f is not an identity 
of R but f(rl ,..., Y,,,) E C for all y1 ,..., r,,, in R. Formanek has shown recently 
that M,(Q), the algebra of n x n matrices with entries in 9, has a central 
polynomial which is linear in the last variable. Call such a central polynomial 
regular. It follows from Formanek’s result that a large class of algebras have 
regular central polynomials. The purpose of this paper is to examine ideals of 
rings with regular central polynomial and to see what relationships exist between 
these ideals and ideals of the center. In order to do this it is necessary to develop 
some general results on identities of algebras and to investigate central Zocaliaa- 
tion, i.e., localization of R by a multiplicative subset S of C. 
As an application of the results of Sections 1-4, we obtain some information 
on semiprime P.I.-algebras in Section 5 and conclude with a fairly straight- 
forward proof in Section 6of the Artin-Procesi theorem, which says that a ringR 
(with 1) is Azumaya of rank n* over its center if and only if R satisfies the iden- 
tities of M,(Z) and no homomorphic image of R satisfies the identities of 
a+m. 
1. INTRODUCTION: IDENTITIES 0F (ASSOCIATIVE) ALcmmu 
Throughout the body of this paper all rings are associative with multiplica- 
tive unit. Let $2 be a commutative ring. We shall consider the category of 
associative Q-algebra with 1, hereafter called algebras. (Homomorphisms will 
mean algebra homomorphisms mapping 1 into 1, and subalgebras will 
contain 1.) 
Let Q{X} = 8(X, , X2 ,...> be the free (associative) algebra generated by a 
countable set of noncommuting indeterminates. sz(X} is also free as Q-module, 
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with countable base consisting of 1 and the distinct monomials Xi ..* Xi 
where s >, 1 and ij = 1, 2,.... Given any algebra R and a countabli set 0; 
elements ri , r2 ,... in R, we get a unique homomorphism of f&X} into R 
sending Xi + yi for all i. 
The elements of Q(X) will be called polynomials; if fE f2(X} is contained 
in the subalgebra generated by Xi ,..., X, then we denotef as f(X, ,..., X,). 
The image in R off under the homomorphism sending Xi --f yi , 1 < i < m, 
is written f(yl ,..., rm), and f is an identity of R if f(yl ,..., Y,J = 0 for all 
choices of rl ,..., rm in R, i.e., if f is in the kernel of every homomorphism 
from Q{X} to R. Note that any identity has constant term 0, immediately 
seen by setting ri = r2 = .*. = I, = 0. 
Writing a polynomial f as a unique linear combination of elements of the 
base of Q(X), we call the monomials (with nonzero coefficients) in this 
expression the monomials off. We say f  is linear in Xi if every monomial off 
is of: degree 1 in XI ; f  is multilinear if f  is linear in every Xi occuring in f  
(that is, Xi having positive degree in some monomial off). Similarly, f  is 
homogeneous in X, if all monomials off have the same degree in X, ; f  is 
completely homogeneous if f  is homogeneous in every Xi. Similarly, f  is 
blended in Xi if Xi occurs in every monomial off; f  is blended if f  is blended 
in every Xi occurring in f .  Evidently all completely homogeneous polynomials 
are blended. 
Generalizing [14, p. 281, we define the height of a monomial to be its degree 
minus the number of indeterminates occurring in the monomial, and the 
height of a polynomial f  (denoted as ht f) to be the maximum height of the 
monomials off. It is apparent that f  is multilinear if and only if f  is blended 
and has height 0. 
An element g(X, ,..., Xm) of Q{X} is central for R if [X,,, , g] = 
x?n+,g - iPGn+1 is an identity of R and if g is not an identity of R. In other 
words, g(rr ,..., Y,) EC, the center of R, all y1 ,..., rrn in R and there exist 
yI ,..., r,,, in R such that g(r, ,..., Y,) # 0. Clearly any two algebras satisfying 
the same identities also have the same central polynomials. 
If G is a subgroup of the additive group of an algebra R, then f  E Q(X) is 
called e-waZued for R if f(rl ,..., rm) E c for all choices of the li in R. If 
e = 0 then all e-valued polynomials are identities, and if e = C then all 
G-valued p,olynomials which are not identities are central. A polynomial 
f  (4 ,.**, X,) is additive in Xi on R, Xi occurring in f ,  if for all yI ,..., yi+ , 
rifl ,,..., r,,, in R the map ri ++ f  (rl ,..., ri ,..., Y,,,) is additive; f  is additive on R 
if f  is additive in Xi on R for every X, occurring in f .  
LEMMA 1.1. Any polynomial f  is a sum of blended polynomials fj , each 
havie the following properties: 
(1) htfj < htf; 
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(2) fj is linear in every indeterminate in which f is linear; 
(3) for any algebra R and any additive subgroup G of R, h is G-valued 
on R if f is &valued on R. 
Proof. If f is blended, then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise let 
t > 0 be the number of indeterminates in which f is not blended. The proof 
is by induction on this number. For simplicity, we may assume f is not 
blended in X, . Then f ‘(Xs ,..., X,) = f (0, X, ,..., X,) is the sum of all 
monomials off in which X, does not occur, and f” = f - f’ is blended in XI . 
Since f’ and f” have < t indeterminates in which they are not blended, the 
result holds by induction for f’ and f “. Thus it holds for f = f’ + f ‘. 
Q.E.D. 
Suppose X, occurs in f. As in the usual linearization process [13, p. 2251, 
define 
Af is an identity of R if and only if f is additive in XI on R, and if f is 
blended then Af is blended and ht Af < htf. 
LEMMA I .2. Let f be a polynomial which is not an identity of a given algebra 
R. Then there exists a polynomial f z&h the following properties: 
(1) htfd htf; 
(2) f is linear in every indeterminate in which f is linear; 
(3) f is additive and is not an identity on R; 
(4) For any algebra R’ and additive subgroup i? of R’, iff is @-valued 
then 4 is &-valued; 
(5) ;ff is blended but not additive on R, thenf’is blended and htf < htf. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 we may assume f is blended. If f is additive on R 
then we are done, so assume f is not additive in XI . Then Af (X, ,..., X,,,) is 
not an identity on R and ht Af < htf. Moreover, Af is linear in every in- 
determinate in which f is linear, and for every algebra R’jand additive subgroup 
G’ of R’, Of is @-valued if f is (?-valued. Since any blended polynomial of 
height 0 is multilinear, hence additive on any algebra, (l)-(4) hold for Af by 
induction on height. Thus (l)-(4) hold for f, and (5) follows from the fact 
ht Af < htf. Q.E.D. 
Now consider the following situation: R and R, are algebras such that 
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R, satisfies the identities of R, R, is also an algebra over a commutative ring K, 
and H is a commutative K-algebra. The algebra conditions imply R, is an 
Q-K bimodule, so R’ = R, OK H is an Q-algebra with the operation 
w(,Zri @ hi) = )=wri @ hi for all ri in R, , hi in H. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. (i) If j is a completely homogeneous identity of R which 
is additive on R’ then f is an identity of R’. 
(ii) If each identity j of R is the sum of completely homogeneous identities, 
each of height < ht j, then R’ satisjies the identities of R. 
Proof. (i) Since j is additive on R’, it suffices to show 
f (rl 0 h, ,.-., r,,, ~$3 h,) = 0 
in R’ for all rl ,..., rm in RI , h, ,..., h, in 2%. Let the degree of the ith in- 
determinate of j be di , 1 < i < m. Then j(rr @ h, ,..,, rm @ h,) = 
f(5 ,..., r,) @ h,dl .*. h$ = 0, as desired. 
(ii) Suppose R’ does not satisfy all the identities of R. Choose a poly- 
nomial j of minimal height such that j is an identity of R but not of R’. By 
hypothesis we may assume f is completely homogeneous. If f is additive on R’, 
then j is an identity of R’ by (i), a contradiction. But if f is not additive on R’, 
we note that since f is O-valued on R, Lemma 1.2 can be applied (inter- 
changing the roles of R and R’) to obtain a polynomial 3 which is not an 
identity of R’ but which is O-valued on R, hence an identity of R; moreover 
htf’ < ht j, a contradiction to the minimality of ht f. Either way we have a 
contradiction, so R’ satisfies the identities of R. Q.E.D. 
Several trivial observations are in order. First, Proposition 1.3(i) implies 
any multilinear identity of R is an identity of R’, a well known fact. 
Conversely, it is immediate whenever R c-t R’ that R satisfies the identities 
of R’. 
Remark I .4. Suppose R is an algebra and Sz contains an infinite subdomain 
Sz’ such that w’r # 0 for every nonzero W’ in 52’ and r in R. A well-known 
application of the Vandermonde determinant argument shows that any 
identity j of R is a sum of completely homogeneous identities, each of height 
< htf. Thus, the following three sentences are immediate from Proposition 
1.3. 
(1) Let R be an algebra, and assume 9 contains an infinite subdomain 
9’ such that w/r # 0 for every w’ # 0 in 5;)’ and r # 0 in R. If R is also an 
algebra over a commutative ring K and if H is a commutative K-algebra, 
then R OK H is an G-algebra satisfying the identities of R. 
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(2) Let R be a ring satisfying the identities of M,(Z). If R is also an 
algebra over a commutative ring K and if H is a commutative K-algebra then 
R OK H satisfies the identities of M,(Z). 
(3) If 8 is a field and R is central simple (over S) of finite degree 11, 
then R and Mn(sZ) satisfy the same identities. This is well known and im- 
mediate. If Q is finite then R w M&l) by Wedderburn’s theorem on finite 
division rings; if Q is infinite then we get the result by splitting R by the 
algebraic closure of Q. 
2. P.I.-ALGEBRAS AND FORMANEK POLYNOMIALS 
The purpose of most of this section is to give a general definition of P.I.- 
algebra over an arbitrary commutative ring $2, which preserves the key features 
of the classical theory. At the end of the section we will introduce Formanek’s 
polynomials and state some of their known properties. 
We begin by stating several facts about (polynomial) identities, each well 
known before 1955. The standardpolynomial on k letters is S,(X, ,..., X,) = 
I& **. x7, , the sum taken over all permutations v of (I,..., k). 
Obviously SI, is multilinear of degree K and alternating. Amitsur-Levitzki [6] 
showed S,, is an identity of M,(S), minimal in the sense that any multilinear 
identity of degree < 2n is of the form US,, , w in 9; hence, S,, is a minimal 
identity of any simple algebra of dimension rza over its center. 
Let R be an Q-algebra with center C. In [2] Amitsur calls a polynomial 
proper (for R) if at least one of its coefficients does not annihilate R. Suppose f
is a proper identity of R (in particular f # 0). We can write f = fi + fi 
where each coefficient of fi does not annihilate R and each coefficient of f2 
annihilates R. But then each monomial of f2 is an identity of R, so fi is an 
identity of R; hence, fi is an identity of R, none of whose coefficients 
annihilates R. The usual linearization procedure yields a multilinear identity 
of R, none of whose coefficients annihilates R. In particular, any algebra with 
a proper identity has a proper multilinear identity. 
Now, for any element f in Q{X}, let Qf denote the set of coefficients 
(in Q) of monomials off and let In,R be the additive subgroup of R generated 
by all wr, w in Q, , r in R. In other words, QfR = {Zwir, [ wi E L$ , ri E R}. 
Note that QfR is an ideal of R, and sZ,R # 0 if and only if f is proper. 
The starting point for the general theory is Amitsur’s extension of 
Kaplansky’s theorem for P.I.-algebras to the following statement [l]: A 
primitive algebra R satisfies a proper identity of degree d if and only if R is 
simple of dimension < [d/21a over its center, where [x] denotes the greatest 
integer in x. 
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Hence, a primitive algebra satisfying a proper identity actually satisfies a 
standard identity (and is simple). 
Recall that R is prime if the product of two nonzero ideals is nonzero, and R 
is semiprime if every nilpotent ideal is 0. R is semiprime if and only if R is the 
subdirect product of prime algebras; similarly an algebra is called semi- 
primitive (semisimple) if it is the subdirect product of primitive (simple) 
algebras. A key result follows. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Amitsur [13, p. 121). If R has no nil ideals, then R[h] = 
R ac C[h] is semiprimitive, where A is a commutative indeterminate. 
Note if R satisfies a proper identity then R[h] satisfies a proper multilinear 
identity (for R satisfies a proper multilinear identity, and R[A] satisfies the 
same identity by Proposition 1.3(i)). Th is enables Amitsur to prove the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (Amitsur [2]). Let R be prime and let f be a proper 
identity of R of degree d. Then Sz[a,zl is an identity of R. 
Our structure theory is based on the following strengthening of the notion 
of proper identity. 
DEFINITION 2.3. An algebra R is a P.I.-algebra if there exists an identity 
of R which is proper for every nonzero homomorphic image of R. A P.I.-ring 
is a PI.-Z-algebra. 
Clearly any homomorphic image of a P.I.-algebra is a P.I.-algebra. 
By Kaplansky’s theorem every primitive image of a P&algebra is simple; 
hence, every semiprimitive P.I.-algebra is semisimple. 
Define the degree of R to be the smallest n such that &,(X1 ,..., X,,)m is an 
identity of R for some m. In view of Proposition 2.2, it is clear that every 
semiprime P.I.-algebra R has finite degree, and if n = deg R then S,, is an 
identity of R (and of R[h], which also has degree n). Also observe (by the 
Amitsur-Levitzki theorem) that the degree of a central simple algebra is the 
same as its degree as a P.I.-algebra; 
Suppose R is a P.I.-algebra with lower nilradical N (cf. [ 13, p. 1941). Then 
R/N is a semiprime PI.-algebra. Hence R/N satisfies a standard identity, 
implying R/N has no nil ideals (cf. [13, p. 2321). Therefore the lower and 
upper nilradicals of R are the same, and will be called the nilradical. 
Remark 2.4. R is a P.I.-algebra if and only if there exists an identity f of R 
such that s2,R = R. It follows that any R’ = IJ& R, a complete direct 
product of copies of R, is a P.I.-algebra. 
Proof. (+) Let f be an identity of R which is proper for every nonzero 
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homomorphic image of R. Since f is not proper for R/SZ,R, we must have 
R/&R = 0, so l&R = R. 
(-z) Suppose f is an identity of R such that sZ,R = R. Then JJ,ir = is for 
any nonzero homomorphic image i? of R. In particular f is proper for any 
nonzero homomorphic image w, so R is a P.I.-algebra. 
The final assertion follows from 1 E R. Q.E.D. 
In light of Remark 2.4 we can reformulate a recent result of Amitsur [4]. 
THEOREM 2.5. (Amitsur). Any P.I.-algebra satisjies an identity 
(&@1 ,**a, X,,))m for suitable n and m. 
Proof (Amitsur). Choose an identity f of a P.I.-algebra R such that 
8,R = R. Let deg f = d, n = [d/2], let 01 range over all 2n-tuples of elements 
of R and let R’ = IjO R (complete direct product of copies R, of R). Clearly 
R’ is a P.I.-algebra, and if N’ is the nilradical of R then R’/N’ is a semiprime 
PI.-algebra of degree < n. Hence S.&r ,..., ha,) E N’ for all k, ,..., h,, in R’. 
Now choose h, , 1 < i < 2n, such that h,(a) = yi if OL = (rl ,..., rzn). Since 
N’ is nil we have m such that S.&h, ,..., 12a,Jm = 0. Then 
0 = ~Zn(~l(QL),..., bJ4P = &,(y, ,a’-, y,,P 
for all OL = (rr ,..., Y&, so SZm, is an identity for R. 
This shows that any P.I.-algebra is in fact a P.I.-ring in the classical sense, 
i.e., satisfying an identity with coefficients in Z, one of whose coefficients is 
Al. In fact all coefficients of S& are *l. Multilinearizing this identity yields 
the following corollary in light of Proposition 1.3(i). 
COROLLARY 2.6. Suppose R is a P.I.-algebra, and let R also be a K-algebra, 
K an arbitrary commutative ring. For any commutative K-algebra H, R OK H 
is a P.I.-algebra. 
Another immediate corollary of Proposition 1.9 is that a subalgebra of a 
P.I.-algebra is a P.I.-algebra. 
Let us now consider a special class of polynomials, namely those central 
for MJG’). In a beautifully direct construction, Formanek [12] (cf. also 
Amitsur [5] for exposition and extensions) solved a 25-year old question by 
finding, for any given n, a polynomial g,(X, ,..., X%+,) (with constant term 0) 
which is central for M,(s2), Sz arbitrary, g, having the following additional 
properties: 
(i) coefficients in Z, one of which is &l. 
(ii) complete homogeneity. 
(iii) linearity in each indeterminate except Xi . 
(iv) degree n2. 
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It is a well known consequence of Remark 1.4 that g, is central for any central 
simple algebra of degree n. 
Amitsur [5] has obtained a very useful application of Formanek’s work. 
THEOREM 2.7 (Amitsur). Let g,, = g, be the Formanek polynomial for 
M,(Q). Then there exist central polynomials 
hz(Xl 1**., xn+l)Yv gnnw1 ,‘*-, -c&+1) 
for M,(Q) satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) such that for any 
r1 , r2 ,..., r,,, E M,dQ), 
g&r, ,..., rlr+J An + gln(rl ,..-, f-,+$+l 
+ -.. + gnn(rl ,..., m+d 
= gon(rl ,-.-, rn+l)f(4 rl), 
where f (h, rJ is the characteristic polynomial of rl . Thus, by the Hamilton- 
Cay@ theorem g,,,(X, ,..., Xn+l)Xln + g&G j.-, &+l>-T1 + ... + 
&w&(X1 Y-*-T X,,,) is an identity for M&Q). 
Remark 2.8. Procesi has made the following neat observation: Any 
central polynomial of Mn(sZ) is an identity of M,-l(sZ). 
Proof. Let {eij / 1 < i, i < rz) be the set of matric units for Mm(O) and 
view M,-,(Q) C Mn(Q) with matric units {eij 1 1 < i,j < n - l}. Then for 
g(X1 3*.-F -L) central for MJSZ) and rl ,..., rm in M12-1(s2), enng(rl ,..., r,) = 0. 
Hence g(rl ,..., r,) = 0. Q.E.D. 
An easy corollary of Procesi’s observation follows, 
COROLLARY 2.9. If Sz is an injinite field and ;f R and M&2) satisfy the 
same identities, then for any semiprime ideal B of R, either RIB satisfies the 
same identities as R or every central polynomial of R is an identity of RIB. 
Proof. R/B is a semiprime P.I.-algebra over an infinite field, thus satisfying 
the same identities as M,(G) for some t. If t = n then R and R/B satisfy the 
same identities; otherwise we are done by Remark 2.8. 
A major tool in the body of this paper is the following application of 
Formanek’s central polynomials. 
THEOREM 2.10 (Rowen [17, Theorem 21). Any nonzero ideal of a semi- 
prime P.I.-algebra intersects the center nontrivially, 
COROLLARY 2.11. If the center of a semiprime P,I.-algebra R is aJield, then 
R is simple. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.10. 
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3. CENTRAL LOCALIZATION 
In this section we develop a natural generalization of commutative localiza- 
tion of arbitrary algebras. The interest of the results is considerably increased 
when central localization is applied to algebras with central polynomial. 
Let R be an algebra (over the commutative ring Sz) with center C. Viewing 
C as a monoid (i.e., multiplicative set with l), let S be a submonoid of C and 
consider R x S = ((r, s)l Y E R, s E S}. R x S has a relation N, given by 
(5 5 $1) - b-2 Y 2 s ) if and only if (r1s2 - ~2~1)s = 0 for some s in S. This 
relation is easily seen to be an equivalence. Let rs-1 denote the equivalence 
class of (Y, s) and let R, be the set of these equivalence classes. R, can be 
given the well defined operations 
4 + rz% -l = h, + w>(vJ1, 
hsT1)hs3 = hdh%r19 
UJ(YS-l) = (WY) s-l for w in J2, YS-~ in Rs . 
Endowed with these operations, R, becomes an algebra called the localization 
of R by S. This process of localization by submonoids of C will be called 
central localization. 
There is a canonical homomorphism v, : R --+ Ii, given by Y + ~1-1 
and for all s in S, sl-l has inverse Is-l. Clearly ker v, = (Y E R 1 YS = 0 for 
some s in S}. This provides characterization of central localization as follows: 
Let R’ be any algebra such that there is a homomorphism (11: R -+ R’ with 
Q(S) invertible in R’ for all s in S. Then there is a unique homomorphism 
/?: R, --+ R’ making the following diagram commutative: 
R 0: R’ 
“s 1/ fl 
Rs 
where j3 is given by /3(~s-l) = 01(r) 01(s)-l. Clearly ker /3 = {IS-~ 1 Y E ker (II>, so 
/I is a monomorphism if (11 is a monomorphism. 
Suppose s’ and S are submonoids of C, and s’ C S. Since for every 
s’ in S’, vs(s’) is invertible in R, , we have a canonical homomorphism 
j3: Rs- -+ R, as above. Assume, moreover, that every vs(s), s in S, is invertible 
in R,, . Then we have p: R, + R,t which is an inverse to j3, so j3 is an 
isomorphism. 
An interesting special case of central localization occurs when every element 
s of S is regular (i.e., for all nonzero Y in R, sr = YS # 0). In this case rls;” = 
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r2sp1 if and only if Y s r s = rZsl , so the canonical map vs is injective. Let T be 
the set of all regular central elements. RT is called the algebra of cent~ul 
quotients of R. If for all s in T, sl-r is invertible in R, , then we have seen that 
R, is isomorphic to the algebra of central quotients of R since S C T. Note 
that if R is prime then every nonzero element of C is regular. 
(In general, we can pass to the above special case by noting R, m Rs, , 
where R’ = v,(R) and S’ = vs(S), and each element of S’ is regular in R’.) 
Also, it is clear (since S is commutative) that any set of m elements in R, can 
be put in the form yls-l, YES+ ,..., r,s-l for suitable rl ,..., Y, in R, s in S. 
THEOREM 3.1. R, satisfies all the identities of R. If every element of S 
is regular then R satis-es the identities of R, . 
Proof. (a) Let f be an identity of R. In view of the remark preceding this 
theorem, it suffices to show f (r@ ,..., Y,S-l) = 0 for y1 ,..., Y, in R and s in S. 
Letf&& ,..., X,) be the sum of all monomials off which have (total) degree t, 
and let yt = ft(r, ,..., I~). If f has degree d then for 0 <j < d, 
i siy, = f(sjrl ,..., SjYm) = 0. 
t=cl 
Using the Vandermonde determinant argument on this system of d + I 
equations (with yt as the variables, 0 < t < d), we get h(s)yt = 0 for all t, 
where the Vandermonde determinant h(s) is a product of terms of the form 
SD - ~4, p < q. Evidently h(s) is of the form s%‘(s) where h’(s) is a polynomial 
in s with integral coefficients and constant term 1. The canonical map from 
R to R, gives h(s)y,l-l = 0; h’(s)y,l-l = 0 is obtained by multiplying 
through by 1~~. Let h’(s) = 1 - s h”(s). Then (for all t) (1 - sh”(s))y,l-l = 0, 
so y&l = sh”(s)y,l-I. Therefore, 
f(Yp,..., Y&l) = f ft(yls-l,... , Y&l) = t yts-t 
t=o t=o 
= to (h”(s))tyJ-l = i f,(h”(s) Y, ,..., h”(s) I,) 1-l 
t=o 
= f (h”(s) Y,  )...) h”(s) Ye) 1-l = 0, 
so indeed f is an identity on R, . Q.E.D. 
Conversely, if all elements of S are regular, then R c-t Rs as algebras, so 
it is trivial that any identity of R, is an identity of R. 
LEMMA 3.2. cent R, 1 C s , equality holding if all elements of S are regular. 
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Proof. Let crs;’ E C, , c, in C, s, in S. For any rs-l in R, , I in R and s 
in S, (crs;-‘)(Ys-l) = (ci~)(srs)-r = (~cJ(ssr)-~ = (YS-l)(crs;‘), so cent(R,) > C’s . 
Conversely, suppose that all elements of S are regular, and let ris;” E 
cent(R,) for rr in R, s, in S. For any T in R, (Y,s;‘)(Y 1-l) = (rl-l)(r&), so 
(T1’)S;’ = (YYl)S~‘. I n other words, (YT~ - YIY)Sl = 0, so TlY - rr1 = 0, 
implying cent(R,) = C, . Q.E.D. 
The next result is a strengthening of Posner’s theorem, discovered in- 
dependently, using different methods, by Formanek, Martindale, Procesi, 
Schacher, Small, and Rowen [17]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be a prime P.I.-algebra of degree n. Then the algebra 
R’ of central quotients of R is simple of degree n (hence of dimension 2 over its 
center, which is the quotient field of C). Moreover, R’ and R satisfy the same 
identities and R’ is the classical eft and right algebra of quotients of R. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, R’ satisfies the same identities as R, and cent R’ 
is the quotient field of C by Lemma 3.2. Hence, by Corollary 2.11, R’ is 
simple and clearly has degree n. In particular, R’ is left and right artinian, 
so R’ is the classical eft and right quotient algebra of R. Q.E.D. 
As in commutative localization, attention focuses on prime ideals P of C. 
Let R, denote the central localization of R with respect to C - P. The 
interest of studying Rp is increased by the fact that Zorn’s lemma implies the 
existence of an ideal R of R, maximal with respect to 2 n C _C B, for any 
given ideal B of C. The most fundamental connections between these ideals 
are in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. (a) Let A be an ideal in R. Then A = An C is an ideal in 
C and A is proper if and on2y if A is proper. If A is prime (semiprime) then A 
is prime (semt>rime). 
(b) Let B be an ideal in C, and let 8 be any ideal of R maximal with 
respect to the property I? r\ C _C B. Then B is proper ;f and only if B is proper. 
If B is prime (semz@ime), then E) is prime (semiprime). 
Proof. (a) Clearly A is an ideal in C. Trivially A is proper o 1 4 A.u 
I $ A- A is proper. Suppose A is prime. Let a, b E C such that ab E A. 
Then aRb C A, so a E A n C = A or b E A. Hence A is prime. Likewise, 
suppose A is semiprime and let a E C such that a2 E A. Then aRa CA, so 
a E A, showing that A is semiprime. 
(b) ,s is proper o 1 $8 o 1 $ B o B is proper. Suppose B is prime. 
Let Al , A, be ideals of R containing P, with AlA C iX Let A, = A1 n C, 
A, = A, n C. Clearly A1A2 C B, so A, C B or A, 2 B. Assume A, C B. 
Then by definition of $ Al _C I?. However A, 2 B, so Al = B and B is 
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prime. The analogous argument shows B is semiprime if B is semiprime. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.5. (i) R prime 3 Rp is prime for all prime ideals P of C. 
(ii) Rp semiprime for all maximal ideals P of C 3 R is semiprime. 
Proof. (i) Suppose R, is not prime for some prime ideal P of C. Then there 
exist nonzero rr , ra in R, s r , ss in S = C - P, with (~~s~~)(rI-~)(r,s~~) = 0 
for all r in R. Since R is prime, its nonzero central elements are regular, so 
r1rr2 = 0, implying r,Rr, = 0, a contradiction since rl # 0, r2 # 0. 
Q.E.D. 
(ii) Suppose R is not semiprime, i.e., for some nonzero rl in R, rlrrl = 0 
for all Y in R. Let B = {c E C ( crl = 01. Clearly B is a proper ideal of C 
contained in a maximal ideal P of C. In R, we have for all Y in R, all s in 
S = C - P, (rll-l)(rs-l)(rll-l) = 0. Since R, is semiprime, rrsr = 0 for 
some sr in S. But sr E B n S = 0, a contradiction, showing that R is 
semiprime. Q.E.D. 
Given a subset A of R and a prime ideal P of C, we define A, = {YS-l ( Y E A, 
s E S = C - P} C R, . If A is an ideal in R then A,, is an ideal in Rp . 
LEMMA 3.6. Let P be a prime ideal of C, and Let p be an ideal of R maximal 
withrespecttoP”nCCP. ThenPCP”oP,cpp. 
Proof. Trivially PC r? implies Pp C pp . To show the converse, let 
cEP.Thencl-lEP,.IfP,C~~,thenthereexistpin~andsinS=C-P 
such that cl-i = ps-i. Thus, for some sr in S, (cs - p)s, = 0. Hence cssi E P, 
so c E P. This proves P _C P, Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let P be a prime ideal of C, and let P be an ideal of R 
maximal with respect to p n C C P. 
(i) pp is maximal in Rp . 
(ii) Let i? = R/p, S = C - P, .!? = (S + P)/p. Then there is a 
canonical embedding i? C-t R,/p,, which induces an isomorphism R,/ii, w iz, , 
which is the algebra of central quotients of 2. In particular, P is maximal in R, 
if and only if cent(R/I?) is a Jield, in which case R/P w R,/pp . 
Proof. (i) First we claim Pp is proper. Otherwise 1 E Pp , implying there 
are p, in P, si in S = C - P, such that prsil = 1, that is, (p, - sr)s = 0 for 
some s in S. Then sls E P. But s,s E S and S n P = 0, a contradiction, so 
Pp is proper. Now let A’ be any ideal of R, such that Pp C A’. We claim 
SEA’. 
Indeed, there exist rl in R, sr in S, such that r,sy’ E A’ - Pp . Clearly 
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rl#P, but ~~1-l =(Y~s;‘)(s~I-~)EA’. Let A=(YERIYI-~EA’}. A is an 
ideal of R containing both P’ and rl , so by definition of p, 2 n C $ P. Let 
s,EBnS=An(C-P)# o. Then 1 =s~,-IFA', implying pp is 
maximal in R,, . 
(ii) Define Y: R + Rp/pp by Y(Y) = rl-l + pp . Clearly P_C ker Y. 
We claim P = ker Y. Well for any Y  in R, Y  E ker Y if and only if Y  1 -l E pp , 
which means for some p, in P, s1 in S, Y  1 -l = p&; so for some s in S, 
(ysl - pl)s = 0. Th us YS, E P; since P” is prime, Y  E p. Therefore P = ker Y, 
and we have a canonical monomorphism R c--+ Rplpp , where R = R/p. 
Let S = {s + p / s E S}. Clearly 0 $ S and S is a submonoid of cent 8. 
Moreover for s E S, Y(s) E cent(R,/pp), a field since Rp/pp is simple. Thus 
in the injection R c-+ R,/pp , the image of each element of S is invertible, so 
Rs c-+ RJI", is induced canonically. On the other hand, for any Y,s,’ in Rp , 
r,s,’ + pp is the image of (ri + P)(s, + P)-l, an element of Rs ; so 
Rs c-t R,jpp is an isomorphism. In particular Rs is simple, so every nonzero 
element of cent R is invertible in i?s (via the injection R c-+ Rs). This 
implies Rs is the ring of central quotients of R, which is isomorphic to 
RPI~. 
Now i? is its algebra of central quotients if and only if cent R is a field, in 
which case R M R,/p, which is simple, so P” is maximal in R. On the other 
hand, if p is maximal in R then cent R is a field. Q.E.D. 
A question considered in Section 6 is whether there are classes of algebras 
for which the classicalalgebraof left quotientsexistsandis thealgebra of central 
quotients. Clearly all that one needs to verify (cf. [13, p. 2611) is that for all x 
regular in R, x1-l is invertible in R', the algebra of central quotients of R. 
One situation for which this condition is easy and well known is when R' is 
left artinian. The condition is left-right symmetric, so if the left classical 
algebra of left quotients exists and is the algebra of central quotients, then the 
classical algebra of right quotients also exists and is the algebra of central 
quotients. 
4. STRUCTURE OF ALGEBRAS WITH CENTRAL POLYNOMIAL 
In this section we investigate the structural implications of the existence 
of regular central polynomials on an algebra R (not assumed a priori to be 
a P&algebra). 
DEFINITION 4.1. A polynomial g is regular if g is linear in one of its 
indeterminates. 
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By rearranging the indeterminates, we may assume that a regular polynomial 
is linear in its last indeterminate. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. The Formanek polynomial g, is regular; hence g, is a 
regular central polynomial for any semiprime P.I.-algebra of degree n (as is 
well known and easily verified using P.I. structure theory). 
EXAMPLE 4.3. In [13, p. 2601 it is shown that [X, , X.J = X,X, - X,X, 
is central for all Grassman algebras. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Any Lie nilpotent algebra of nilpotence degree n has the 
regular central polynomial [[...[[X, , Xa], Xa],...], X,-r]. 
Let 1, be the set of values (in C) taken by a central polynomial g of R. The 
motivation for studying regular central polynomials arises from the following. 
Remark 4.5. If g is regular, then I, is a nonzero monoid ideal of C. 
Consequently, 1, = C if and only if some element of 1, is invertible. 
Proof. For rl ,..., I, in R, c in C, g(r, ,..., r,,Jc = g(r, ,..., Y,,+~ , rc) E 1, ; 
the remark follows immediately. 
Letg(X, ,..., X,) be a central polynomial of R. Clearly some coefficient of g 
does not annihilate R, so [g(X, ,..., X,), X,,,] is a proper identity of R. 
Moreover, if g(r, ,..., r,) is invertible for some choice of rr ,..., rm in R then 
this is the case for every nonzero homomorphic image of R; hence [g, X,,,] 
is a proper identity for every nonzero homomorphic image of R, so R is a 
P.I.-algebra. 
Let g(X, ,..., X,) be a regular central polynomial of R and suppose 
gh ,..., I,) is invertible. If Y in R commutes with yl ,..., ym. then T E C. Indeed, 
let c = g(r, ,..., r&l. Then c E C. Since g is linear in the last indeterminate, 
y = LAY1 )...) Y,) 6-r = g(r, ,...) ~,cr) E C, as claimed. These facts are used in 
proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let R have a regular centralpolynomial. If C is afield then R 
is simple &finite dimensiwl over C. 
Proof. Let g(X, ,..., X,) be a regular central polynomial of R. Since C is 
a field, I, = C by Remark 4.5. Hence R is a P.I.-algebra, and we need show 
only that R is simple (by Kaplansky’s theorem). 
Let iv be the nilradical of R, let i? = R/#, and let I,, = (1, + m)/fl, a 
field. By Remark 4.5, I,, = cent f7;, so C = I, w 1, = cent 3 and we identify 
C with cent i?. By Corollary 2.11, i? is simple. Let i? have degree n. 
Let F = C if C is finite and let F be the algebraic closure of C if C is 
infinite. M,(F) w i? gc F satisfies the same identities as i?, so g is central 
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for M,(F). Setting e’ = C, Lemma 2.1 (with M,(F) and R replacing 
respectively R and R’) yields a regular polynomial g, additive and central for 
M,(F), hence central for i?. Now let R’ = R & F, N’ = I? & F. Since I? is 
locally nilpotent, N’ is a nil ideal of R’ and is proper since I 4 N’. But 
the canonical homomorphism R oc F -+ i7 @o F has kernel N’, so N’ is 
maximal in R’ (since i? &F is simple). 
Hence N’ is the unique prime ideal of R’, which means R’ is primary (cf. 
[13, p. 561) with nil J ace b son radical N’. By [13, p. 541, R’ is S.B.I. (suitable 
for building idempotents), implying by [13, p. 561 R’ = M,(H) where H is 
an F-algebra and Hjrad H = F. 
Since g’ is central and additive in M,(F), there exist matric units x1 ,..., xt 
in M*(F) and 01, 01~ ,..., ells in F such that &c+xi ,.,., atzt) = (Y # 0. But k is 
regular central in R’; since any h in H commutes with 0~~ ,.,., OI$ and the matric 
units x1 ,..,, xt , we conclude H C cent R’ = F. Hence H = F, implying 
R’ = M,(F) and R is simple. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let R be an algebra with regular central polynomial. If 
every nonzero element of C is regular then R is prime. 
Proof. The algebra of central quotients of R satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 4.6 and is thereby simple. Hence R is prime. Q.E.D. 
If R is a semiprime P.I.-algebra then some Formanek polynomial is central 
for R. In this way we see Theorem 4.6 generalizes Corollary 2.11. 
EXAMPLE 4.8. Let s1 be a domain and let R, be the algebra of upper 
triangular matrices in M,(Q). Every element of cent RI is regular although R, 
is not semiprime; an instant application of Corollary 4.7 shows R, has no 
regular central polynomial, a fact which is easily verified directly. 
EXAMPLE 4.9. Let R, be as in the previous example, and let R = 
R, @ M&2). R, has the ideal B = {(i t)[ 01 E Sz] which has trivial intersection 
with cent R, , so B @ Q has trivial intersection with cent R. Since the 
Formanek polynomial ga is central for R, we see that Theorem 2.10 cannot 
be generalized for algebras with regular central polynomial in the way 
Theorem 4.6 generalized Corollary 2.11. 
DEFINITION 4.10. The central kernel I of an algebra R is the additive 
subgroup of C generated by all the 1, (for all regular central polynomials 
g of R). If R has no regular central polynomials we set I = 0. 
Remark. I is an ideal of the commutative ring C. 
481/31/3-2 
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LEMMA 4.11. Let S be a submonoid of C. Is _C central kernel of R, , and 
I, is an ideal of cent R, . 
Proof. Let g(Y, ,..., Y&r E Is , g a regular central polynomial of R. Then 
g(rrl-I,..., Y,-ll-l, Y&l) = g(r, ,...) r&-l, so, to show Is Z central kernel 
of R, , we need only show that any regular central polynomial g(X, ,..., X,) 
of R is central or an identity for R, . This is immediate by Theorem 3.1. 
Now let g(Y, ,..., r&l E I, and YS-~ E cent R, . Then 
MC ,**-7 Y,) s;l) YS--l = g(rJl,..., YJ-‘)(ls;l)(Ys-r) 
= g(rJl,..., Y,-,1-l, Y,Ys-r)(ls;r) 
= g(r1-I,..., Y,-,l-1, Y,Yl-l)(ls-l)(ls;l) 
= g(r1 ,***, rm-1 9 ymr)(ss,)-l E Is , 
so I, is an ideal of cent R, . Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 4.12. An ideal B of R is identity-faithful if there is a regular 
polynomial central both for R and for R/i?. 
Clearly B is identity-faithful if and only if i? 2 I, for some regular central 
polynomial g, if and only if 2 3 I, if and only if fi n C 2 I. This motivates 
the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.13. An ideal B of C is identity-faithful if B 2 I. 
LEMMA 4.14. Let P be an identity-faithful maximal ideal of R and let 
P = p n C. Then cent R/P” = (C + P)/E’ and P is maximal in C. 
Proof. Let a = R/P and let g be a regular central polynomial of R such 
that I, $ p. Then 0 # I0 = (I, + P)/P” c cent i?, a field since R is simple. 
Let F = cent fT. F 3_ (C + P”)/P 3_ 1, = F since 1, is a monoid ideal of F, so 
F = (C + P)/P” w C/P, implying P is maximal in C. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.15. Let P” be an identity-faithful prime of R and let P = p n C. 
For any ideal A of R such that A n C Z P, we have A C P. 
Proof. Let i? = RIP”, let A = (A + p)/P, and let A’ = A n cent R. 
Since I g P, there is a regular polynomial g(X, ,..., X,), central both for R 
and for i7; in particular, [g, X,,,] is a proper identity for i?, so R is a PI- 
algebra by Proposition 2.2. Let g(fr ,..., v~) # 0. For any z in A’, 
g(G ,.**, f&i = g(Y1 )..., r,a)cCnAcP=o; hence A’=0 (since i? is 
prime), so A = 0 by Theorem 2.10. Therefore A C P. Q.E.D. 
Our main result on identity-faithful ideals follows: 
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THEOREM 4.16. Let P be an identity-faithful prime ideal of C, and let P” 
be an ideal of R maximal with respect to P n C _C P. Then P is prime and 
(a) cent(Rp) = C, = central kernel of Rr = Ip . 
(b) P _C P”; in other words P = P n C. 
(c) P is the union of all ideals of R whose intersection with C is P. In 
particular, P is the only prime ideal of R such that P n C = P, yielding a one- 
to-one order-preserving correspondence P tf P” between identity-faithful prime 
ideals of C and identity-faithful prime ideals of R. 
(d) If P is maximal then P is maximal; hence the correspondence given 
in (c) yields a canonical one-to-one order-preserving correspondence P t+ P 
between identity-faithful maximal ideals of C and identity-faithful maximal 
ideals of R. Moreover in this case PR = P. 
(e) For any identity-faithful prime ideal P of R, and for P = P n C, 
R,lP:, is isomorphic to the classical algebra of quotients of R/P. 
Proof. We note P” is prime by Lemma 3.4(b). Also P is identity-faithful. 
Let S = C - P. 
(a) SinceIgP, InS= 0. Let SEI~S. Then 1 =ss-l~I?. But 
Ip is an ideal of cent Rp by Lemma 4.11. Hence Ir = C, = cent Rr . More- 
over, letting I’ be the central kernel of Rp , we have Ip _CI’ C cent Rr = Ip , 
so I’ = Ip . 
(b) By (a), C, = cent R,, and Pp is identity-faithful in R, . Moreover, 
Pp is maximal in Rp by Theorem 3.7(i) so Pp n C, is maximal in C, by 
Lemma 4.14. We claim Pp n C, C Pi, which would imply Pp n C, = Pp 
since Pp # C, . Well, if x E Pp n C, then x = cisr;’ = pas;’ for suitable ci 
in C, s, , ss in S, pa in P. Then for some s in S, (ciss - pssi)s = 0, implying 
c, E P n C C P, establishing the claim. But II’, n C, = Pp + P n C = P 
by Lemma 3.6. 
(c) If A is any ideal such that A n C = P, then A C P” by Lemma 4.15. 
On the other hand, if Pi is prime and Pi n C = P, then P _C Pi by Lemma 
4.15, so P = PI. 
(d) If P were not maximal, then we would have an ideal a with 
PC 2 C R. But then P C A n C C C, contrary to P maximal in C. To prove 
in fact that PR is maximal, we observe first that P Z PR n C _C P n C = P, 
soP=PRnC. Let I=(I+PR)/PRwI/(InPR)=I/InP#O and 
let C = (C + PR)/PR M C/P, a field. f _C C so f = cent R by Remark 4.5. 
Hence cent R = C, a field, implying R is simple by Theorem 4.6, i.e., PR is 
maximal in R. The rest of this part follows from Lemma 4.14. (Note that 
Theorem 4.6 was used in only proving PR = P.) 
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(e) Since I & P, R/P has a proper identity, hence a proper multilinear 
identity. By (c), P” is maximal with respect to p n C C P. Thus by Theorem 
3.7(i) the algebra of central quotients of R/p is Rp/pp, a simple algebra with 
a proper identity, hence simple artinian and the classical algebra of quotients 
of R/P. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.16(e) extends work by Small [19] in which he considered non- 
commutative localization of a prime P.I.-algebra R by a prime ideal P” such 
that R and R/p had the same degree. 
EXAMPLE 4.17. Let h be a commutative indeterminate, p a prime, and let 
s2 = z[h]/(h5&vJ + phZ[A]). I n other words letting x t+ f in the canonical 
homomorphism Z[h] + J2, we have x2 = 0 and $ = 0. Let R be the sub- 
algebra of M,(Q) whose entries along the diagonal are in E g Z and whose 
entries off the diagonal are in z + @. 
Suppose (z i) E C = cent R. Then 
so b = c = 0. It follows that C = 2 * (i p) = ??, identifying as usual the 
identity matrix of R as 1. It is easy to see I # 0 since the Formanek polynomial 
g, is central for R (obvious because there is an embedding i&(pz) c-+ R). 
On the other hand, 0 is a prime ideal of C but certainly not of R because R 
has nilradical 
as is verified directly. 
This example shows that P prime in C does not imply PR prime in R, even 
if P is identity-faithful. In particular one cannot say in a ring with regular 
central polynomial that C prime * R prime. There is a weaker result, 
however, which is of some consolation. 
LEMMA 4.18. Let I # 0. If P = 0 is a prime ideal of C then lip is simple 
and there is a unique prime ideal P” of R such that p n C = 0 and pp = 0. 
Proof. Since P$? I, there is a unique prime ideal P of R such that 
P” n C = P = 0, by Theorem 4.16(c). By Theorem 4.16(a), Ip = cent Rp = 
C, = the field of quotients of the domain C; hence R, is simple by Theorem 
4.6. pp is proper (by Theorem 3.7), so pp = 0. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.19. Let P be a prime ideal of C and let P be maximal with 
respect o p n C C P. If P” is identity-faithful then P is iakntity-faithful. 
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Proof. Suppose P is identity-faithful, i.e., I g P”, and let a = R/P, 
1 = (I + P)/P # 0. The embedding iF c-+ R,/I’, (of Theorem 3.7(ii)), 
given by r+Pctr*l-l+P,, shows that there exists a regular central 
polynomialg of R, and rl ,..., r,,, in R, such thatg(r,l-l,..., r,l-l) $ Pp ; hence 
Ip g pp . Since g is central for R, , by Theorem 3.1, we get pp is identity- 
faithful in Rp . Let c’ = cent Rp and let P’ = pp n C’. By Theorem 3.7(ii), 
pp is maximal in Rp , so P’ is maximal in C’ by Lemma 4.14; by Lemma 4.11, 
Ip is an ideal of C’, implying Ip + P’ = c’. Let cs;l + ps;i = 1 for suitable c 
in I, p in P, si , sa in S, ps;’ in P’. Then (cs, + psi - s&s = 0 for some s in S, 
so ps,s = sisas - csas E C. But then ps,s E p n C C P and sisas E S = C - P, 
implying cs,s 4 P. Since csas G I, we conclude I $ P, which means P is 
identity-faithful. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.20. I = Co IR = R. 
Proof. If I = C then 1 E I, implying IR = R. Inversely, if I # C then 
I _C P for some prime ideal P of C. Let P” be an ideal of R maximal with 
respect to P” n C _C P. If P” n C p I then P is identity-faithful, so P is 
identity-faithful by Proposition 4.19, contradicting I _C P. Hence p n C 1 I, 
soIRCpR=P#R. 
This concludes the basic elements of the theory of the central kernel. It is 
appropriate to mention that Procesi [35] has concurrently obtained results 
about the Formanek center of a semiprime P.I.-ring of degree n, which is the 
ideal generated by the values taken by all central polynomials. The approaches 
are quite different; for one thing, he assumes the Artin-Procesi theorem, which 
will actually be seen to be a consequence of the results of this section (cf. 
Section 6); on the other hand, he has much interesting geometric insight, 
whereas the focus here is strictly ring-theoretic. 
We close this section by examining some important special cases of Theorem 
4.16, closely related to Azumaya algebras. 
DEFINITION 4.21. R is identity-faithful if every proper ideal of R is identity- 
faithful. 
THEOREM 4.22.(a) R is identity-faithful if and only if I = C, in which 
case R is a PI.-algebra. 
(b) Let P be an identity-faithful prime of C. Then Rr is identity-faithful 
and has unique maximal ideal (PR)p . (PR)r n C, = Pr . 
(c) Let C = (C + I?)/&, R and ideal of R, let I = (I + @/R, and let 
R = R/R. If R is identity-faithful or if R is identity-faithful with central 
kernel I, then C = cent R. 
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Proof. (a) Clearly R is identity-faithful if and only if IR = R, which 
happens if and only if I = C, by Corollary 4.10. In this case some central 
polynomial takes on the value 1, implying R is a P.I.-algebra. 
(b) By Theorem 4.16(a), C, = cent R, = central kernel of R, , 
implying R, is identity-faithful. Since Pp is the unique maximal ideal of C, , 
we have from Theorem 4.16(d) that (PR)r = PpR, is the unique maximal 
ideal of Rp , and (PR)p n C, = Pr . 
(c) Clearly 1 C % C cent a, so it suffices to prove I= cent R. If R 
is identity-faithful then 1 ~1, so this follows trivially from the fact 4 is an 
ideal of cent R. If fT is identity-faithful with central kernel f then again we 
get Is.?, soI=centW. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.23. Assume R is identity-faithful, and let B be a semiprime 
ideal of C. Then there exists a semiprime ideal B of R such that B n C = B. 
Choose such an ideal R. For any ideal A of R such that A n C C B, we have 
d C i?. Hence B = u (ideals of R whose intersection with C is B}, yielding a 
one-to-one order-preserving correspondence B +i? of semiprime ideals of C 
and semiprime ideals of R. 
Proof. Suppose B = ni Pi for a suitable set of primes Pi of C. 
By Theorem 4.16, for each Pi there is a prime pi with pi n C = Pi ; B = 
ni Pi is a semiprime ideal of R such that B n C = B. Suppose B is any 
semiprime ideal of R such that l? n C = B. Then B = flj p$, for suitable 
prime pj in R, and B = ni Pj where Pj = p* n C. if An CC B then 
A n C c Pj for each j, so 2 c pj by Lemma 4.15. Hence d C_ nj Pi = a. 
The rest of the theorem follows easily by symmetry. Q.E.D. 
One can obtain partial information even when I is a maximal ideal of C 
(such a situation arises in infinitely generated algebras of generic matrices, 
cf. Procesi [15], and has been treated in considerable depth by Small). 
First note in this situation that every ideal of C, other than I, is identity- 
faithful. Moreover, IR # R by Corollary 4.20, so there exist prime ideals of 
R containing I. 
THEOREM 4.24. Suppose the central kernel I of R is maximal. Given a prime 
ideal P of R with IZ P, one has a canonical lattice injection flp~ from the set of 
semiprime ideals of C into the set of semiprime ideals of R, smh that pp sends prime 
ideals of C to prime ideals of R. 
Proof. Consider a typical semiprime ideal B of C, and let B = {prime 
ideals of C containing B}. For each Pi in B - (I}, let pi be the prime of R 
such that pd n C = Pi (pi exists and is unique by Theorem 4.16), and let 
~~=n{~~iiPiE~-{(I}).IfI~~, letI)=&;ifIE~,let~=&i3PI. 
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We claim B w B is the desired correspondence j?p. Indeed, as in the proof 
of Theorem 4.23, one sees for any ideal a of R such that An C C B, we 
have AC &, . Hence #?p is a lattice isomorphism; if B = I then B = P is 
prime, and if B # I is prime then B is the ideal of R maximal with respect 
to B n C = B, so B is prime. Q.E.D. 
5. APPLICATION 1: SEMIPRIME P.I.-ALGEBRAS 
In this section let R be a semiprime P.I.-algebra (with center C). For the 
most part, the only results needed will be Theorem 2.10 and the beginning of 
Section 3, and the basic procedure will be to obtain information on R by 
looking at its center C. Some easy examples follow. 
R is simple if and only if C is a field (by Corollary 2.11). R is prime if and 
only if C is prime (suppose C is prime. If A and B are ideals of R and if 
AB = 0, then (A n C)(B n C) = 0, so A n C = 0 or B n C = 0; hence 
A = 0 or B = 0 by Theorem 2.10). 
We say r is left (right) regular in R if rrr # 0 (YY~ # 0) for any nonzero y1 
in H. An element both left and right regular is regular. 
LEMMA 5.1. If  c is regular in C then c is regular in R. 
Proof. Suppose c is not regular in R. Then CY = 0 for some nonzero Y 
in R; hence cRrR = 0, so c(RrR n C) = 0. But (RrR) n C # 0 by Theorem 
2.10, so cc1 = 0 for nonzero cr in (RrR) n C. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If  R’ is the algebra of central quotients of R then cent R 
is the classical algebra of quotients of C. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 3.2 and 5.1. 
Suppose an algebra R has a classical eft (right) algebra of quotients R’. 
Then we say R is a left (rkht) order in R’. 
Let Ann A = (I E R ] ra = 0 for all a in A}, that is, Ann A is the left 
annihilator of A. If A is an ideal then Ann A is an ideal. In a semiprime 
ring the left annihilator and right annihilator are the same ((A Ann A)a = 
A(Ann A) A(Ann A) = 0, so A Ann A = 0; hence Ann A is contained in 
the right annihilator of A, and equality holds by symmetry). 
If B = Ann A for some ideal A in R, then B is called an annihilator in R. 
Also, let Ann, A = C n Ann A, and call Ann, A an annihilator in C, if A 
is an ideal in C. 
LEMMA 5.3. (i) I f  A is an ideal of C and if B = Ann, A then 
B = Ann, AR. 
(ii) For any ideal A of R, Ann A = Ann(A n C). 
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Proof. (i) Since BAR = 0, B C C n Ann AR = Ann, AR. But 
A Ann, AR = 0, so Ann, AR C Ann, A = B. 
(ii) Clearly Ann A C Ann(A n C). On the other hand, suppose 
(Ann(A n C))A # 0. Then by Theorem 2.10 there exists nonzero c = Xxiai 
with c in C, xi in Ann(A n C), a, in A. But c2 E (Ann( A n C))(A n C) = 0, 
contrary to R being semiprime. Hence Ann A = Ann(A n C). Q.E.D. 
It is very easy to show that any commutative semiprime algebra satisfying 
the ascending chain condition on annihilators of ideals is an order in a 
semisimple artinian algebra. This yields a result announced in [18], and 
obtained independently by S. Steinberg. 
THEOREM 5.4. (i) If C is an order in a semisimple artinian algebra 
FI @ ... @ Ft , Fc a field, 1 < i < t, then R is a left and right order in its 
algebra of central quotients, which is semisimple artinian of the form 
S, @ ‘.- @ St , Si simple with center Fi . 
(ii) If C satisjies the ascending chain condition on annihilators in C then 
R is a left and right order in its algebra of central quotients, which is semisimple 
artinian. In particular R is left and right Goldie (cf. [13, p. 2631). 
(iii) If R satisfies the ascending chain condition on annihilators in R then C 
satisfies the ascending chain conditions on annihilators in C, implying R is left 
and right Goldie and is a left and right order in its semisimple artinian algebra 
of central quotients. 
Proof. (i) Let R’ be the algebra of central quotients of R. By Proposition 
5.2, cent Ii’ = FI @ ... @Ft . Let e, be the multiplicative unit of F$ . 
Clearly e,R’ is a semiprime P.I.-algebra with multiplicative unit ei , and 
Fi = cent eiR’. Hence eiR’ is a simple algebra Si , and R’ = S, @ ..* @ S, . 
(ii) Immediate from (i), since C is an order in a semisimple artinian 
algebra. 
(iii) Suppose B, L B, L .. . 2 B, C ... is an infmite chain of ideals of C, 
and suppose Ba = Ann, Ai, A, ideals in C. Then B, = Annc(Annc BJ, so 
we may assume Ai = Ann, Bi , implying A, 2 A, 3 ... 2 Ai 2 .*-. Now 
B, = Ann, A,R by Lemma 5.3(i). Since Ann AIR C Arm Aa C **. is an 
ascending sequence of annihilators in R, this sequence has a maximal element 
Ann A$ for some k > 1. Hence B, C B, C ..* has a maximal element B, , 
so C satisfies the ascending chain condition on annihilators in C. The rest of 
the theorem follows from (ii). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 5.4 is a nice strengthening of Goldie’s theorem for semiprime 
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P.I.-algebras (cf. Small [20, Proposition 1.131) and leads one to ask the 
following questions: 
(1) Is the algebra of central quotients of a semiprime P.I.-algebra 
semisimple ? 
(2) Is the algebra of central quotients the classical algebra of quotients ? 
(3) Do all semiprime P.I.-algebras (with 1) have classical algebras of 
quotients ? 
The answer to each question is “no,” as seen by the following examples 
(Bergman [9] has also, concurrently, answered question # 3 in the negative). 
EXAMPLE 5.5. LetFbe a field,for eachjletF[[XJ] be the algebra of power 
series over F, and let F[[X,]],, be the set of elements of F[[XJ] with constant 
term 0. Let R,, be the direct sum @ F[[X& , 1 <<i < co, and let R be the 
F-algebra formed by adjoining 1 to R. . R is commutative and semiprime, 
having no nonzero nilpotent elements. On the other hand, a typical element 
r = a() + c lzl,iX,i + c “zix,i + a*. + c amiX,ai, m < 03, 
i>l $21 i>l 
is regular if and only if 01,, -# 0, in which case r is invertible in R. Hence R is 
its own algebra of central quotients and has the unique maximal ideal R,, 
(so R is not semisimple). 
The next two examples involve the Ore condition for a ring to have a 
classical ring of quotients, readily extendible to algebras. Any algebra has a 
classical algebra of left quotients if and only if it is left Ore, by which is meant 
for any r, s in R, r regular, there exist I’, s’ in R, I’ regular, such that s’r = r’s. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. Let F be a field and let 
be a “generic” 2 x 2 matrix whose entries are commutative indeterminates 
over F; let H = F[f] be the domain generated over F by the fpi , 1 < ~1 < 4, 
i > 1, and let H’ be the quotient field of H. The complete direct product 
n M,(H’) of a countable number of copies of H’ has multiplicative unit 
1 = (1, 1, I,...) and is an F-algebra in the natural way. Let R be the F- 
subalgebra of n M,(H’) generated by 1, x = (X1 , X, , Xa ,...), and the 
countably infinite direct sum @M,(W). R is its own algebra of central 
quotients, is semisimple, and is left and right Ore, but the regular element x 
does not have an inverse in R (implying that R does not equal its classical 
algebra of left (or right) quotients). 
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Proof. Obviously R is semisimple, being the subdirect product of copies 
of Ma(H’). Note that any element in R is uniquely expressed in the form 
p(x) + r where p is a polynomial with coefficients in F and Y E @ M,(H’), 
and if p(x) + r is regular then p # 0. Hence cent R = F. 1 + (0 H’), 
implying R is its own algebra of central quotients. 
Now we verify the left Ore condition. Let a = pi(x) + ri , b = pa(x) + r2 , 
a regular. We claim there exist a’, b’ in R, a’ regular, such that a’b = b’a. 
For any r in A, write r = (r(l), r(2),...), and let 1 = {i~i?+ j ri(i) # 0 or 
r,(i) # O}. Clearly I is a finite set. 
For i 6 1, (p,(x)a)(i) = p,(X,) pl(X,) = (bp,(x))(i). Let us choose ri’, r2 
in @ M,(H) such that rl’(i) = rp’(i) = 0 for i $1, and for i E 1, p,(X,) + r,‘(i) 
is regular in Ma(H) and (pi(X,) + r,‘(i))b = (pa(XJ + r,‘(i))u. Obviously 
a’ = p,(x) + ri’ is regular, and for b’ = p,(x) + rz’ we have u’b = b’a, so R 
is left Ore. By symmetry R is right Ore. 
Clearly x is regular since Xi is generic. If x were invertible then we would 
have (p(x) + r)x = 1 for some r in @ Ma(H’). Then for i such that r(i) = 0, 
p(X,)X, = 1, an absurdity. Hence x is not invertible. 
EXAMPLE 5.7. Let x, H be us in Example 5.6, and let R be the F-subalgebra 
of IJ M,(H) generated by 1, x, x’ = {X, , 0, X4 , 0 ,... }, and @ M,(H). Then 
R is semiprime but neither left nor right Ore. 
Proof. Since @ M,(H) CRC n M,(H), R is a subdirect product of 
prime algebras and is thus semiprime. We claim R is not left Ore, for other- 
wise there exist a, b, a regular, such that ax’ = bx. Now any element in R 
is of the form p(x) + a(x, x’) + r where p is a polynomial in one indeter- 
minate (with coefficients in F), p is a polynomial in two indeterminates such 
that the second indeterminate has positive degree in each monomial of 4, 
and r E @ A!&(H). Let a = p,(x) + q&v, x’) + y1 and b = p&v) + p&x, x’) + 
ra . Then p,(x)x’ + qi(x, x’)x’ + rix’ = p,(x)% + ~a(%, x’)x + rax. Since 
ri , ra E @ M,(H), there exists k > 0 such that rl(i) = r2(i) = 0 for i > 12. 
But x’ has value 0 on all even components; evaluating both sides at the 
component (2k) yields 0 = p2(X,,)X,, . Since X,, is generic, p, = 0. 
Hence $,(x)x’ + qi(x, x’)x’ + rix’ = qa(x, x’)x + rax. Evaluating at the 
component P + 1) yields P~(XS+~)XS,+~ + 41(Xz,+l , Xzk+,)Xzk+, = 
q2(Xak+r , Xa,+,)X,,+, . Now specialize X,,,, to aell and Xa,,, to eia . This 
gives us pl(+w12 + ql(aell , e12)e12 = cz2(ql , e2de11 . But e12 occurs in 
each term of q1 and q2, so pi(ole,, , ei2)e1a = ~a(o~eii , er2)ei1 = 0. Hence 
pi(a) = 0, implying p, = 0. This implies a = qi(x, x’) + y1 is not regular 
(since u(2k) = 0) and R is not left Ore; by symmetry R is not right Ore. 
Q.E.D. 
In light of the examples, the following proposition has interest. 
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PROPOSITION 5.8. If Pl n 0.. n Pt = 0 for suitable prime ideals Pl ,..., Pt 
of R then R is an order in its algebra of central quotients, which is semisimple 
artinian. 
Proof. C has a finite set of primes {Pl n C,..., Pt n C} whose intersection 
is 0. By Theorem 5.4, we need only show C is an order in a semisimple 
artinian algebra, so the proposition has been reduced to the commutative case. 
Therefore, assume R is commutative and choose a set of primes (PI ,..., P,} of 
minimal cardinality such that Pl n ..-nP,=O. Fixi, 1 <<<mm. Bythe 
minimality of m, there is for any j an element cij in R such that cii E Pj but 
cij 4 Pi . Letting ci = nj,i cij # 0, clearly ci E Pj for all j # i. Embedding R 
in RI@*.-OR,, where R, = R/P, , we see that any regular element of 
R is regular in R, @ ... OR, . Let S, @ *.* @ S, be the semisimple 
artinian quotient algebra of R, @ *.* @ R, . If R’ is the algebra of quotients 
of R then R’ c-+ S, @ ..m @ S,,, . But c = Cs, ci is regular, so 
(0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0) = tic-l E R’. It follows that R, @ ... @ R, _C R’, 
soR’,-Sl@...@S,. Q.E.D. 
Now let “Rad” denote the Jacobson radical. C n Rad R is easily seen to 
be a quasiregular ideal of C, so C n Rad R C Rad C. In particular, by 
Theorem 2.10, R is semiprimitive if C is semiprimitive. Conversely, we have 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.9. The center of a semiprimitive P.I.-ring is semiprimitive. 
Proof. Suppose not. Let R be a semiprimitive P.I.-ring (i.e. set Q = E) 
of minimal degree n such that Rad C # 0. Clearly R is not commutative, so 
n > 1. Let ] = Rad C, choose nonzero c in J, and set A = CR. Viewing A 
as ring without 1, let C’ = cent A. Clearly C’ I C n A. We claim in fact 
C’ = C n A. Indeed, for CT in C’, rr in R, we have (where [my] = xy - ye) 
([CT, Y,]R)~ = C[Y, r,]R c[r, ‘JR C c2[r, YJR = [CT, cv,]R = 0, so [CT, yl] = 0 
since R is semiprime, implying CY E C; hence C’ _C C n A, establishing the 
claim. 
For x in J n A, let y in C be the right quasiinverse for X. Clearly y = 
xy - x E J n A, implying J n A is a quasiregular ideal of C’. Hence 
O#cE JnACRadC’. 
Let B = {maximal ideals P of R ) A $ P}. For P in 9, (A + P)/P is a 
nonzero ideal of the simple ring RIP, so R/P = (A + P)/P M A/(A n P), 
implying (A n P) is maximal in A. But 
(since R is semisimple). In particular, Rad A = 0. 
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On the other hand, no P in 9 can be identity-faithful, because otherwise 
P n C is maximal in C by Theorem 4.16(d), implying A = CR C 
(P n C)R C P, contrary to P E 9. Thus, for each P in 8, S,,-,(X1 ,.,., Xzn-s) 
vanishes identically on A/A n P a R/P, implying S,,-,(X1 ,..., Xzn-a) 
vanishes identically on A. 
Let A, be the ring formed by adjoining 1 formally to A; i.e., A, has the 
additive group structure Z @ A with multiplication given by 
(ml , aJ(m2 > a,) = (m1m2 3 ml% + %Ul + all,), 
ml , m2 in Z, a1 , a2 in A. It is easy to see (and is well known) Rad A, = Rad 
A = 0, Rad(cent A,) = Rad C’ # 0, and Ssn-z is an identity of A, because 
&,,-a is multilinear and alternating. Hence A, has degree < n - 1, contrary 
to the minimality of n; this contradiction yields our theorem. Q.E.D. 
6. AZUMAYA ALGEBRAS OF FINITE RANK 
The main result of this section is a new proof of the Artin-Procesi theorem, 
by showing that any identity-faithful ring satisfying the identities of A&(h) 
is Azumaya of finite rank. In the course of the proof some interesting properties 
of such rings are uncovered, such as the existence of a trace if the center 
satisfies a certain condition. This approach yields some results on central 
polynomials. 
Throughout we assume Sz = Z, i.e., R is a ring. R is an Azumayu algebra 
over C if R is projective as an R @e R” module (where R” is the opposite 
algebra and the module multiplication is given by (Cril @ yd2)y = CY~~YY~~). 
This is the same as R being central separable, as defined in [l 11, a good 
general reference. 
Let R be Azumaya. By [I 1, Corollary 3.71, there is a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between ideals A of C and ideals A of R, given by a = AR and 
A = A n R. If a is an ideal of R and A = a n C, then R/A[ is Azumaya 
over its center, which is (C + &)/a = C/A (cf. [l 1, Proposition 1.11, p. 461). 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose R is Azumaya and C is local with unique maximal 
ideal P. Then PR is the unique maximal ideal of R; if the simple algebra RIPR 
has degree n then R is free of dimension 2 over C. 
Proof. PR is the unique maximal ideal of R, since P is the unique maximal 
ideal of C. 
Let Y  t-+ r denote the canonical homomorphism R -+ RIPR. Now R is a 
finitely generated projective C-module by [ll, p. 521; since C is local, we 
have R is a finitely generated free C-module. Let rl ,.,., yt be a basis of R over 
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C. First we observe ri $ PR, 1 < i < t. Indeed, if ri E PR then ri = xi=, pirj , 
so ri(l - pi) = &P~Y, , contrary to rr ,..., rt being a basis. Next we claim 
rr ,..., fi is a basis of RIPR over c = (C + PR)/PR. Indeed, suppose 
Crifi = 0, ci E C. Then Cciri E PR. Suppose Cciri = xp,r,, pi in P. Then 
CCci - Pi)yi = 09 so each ci E P, implying ci = 0. Hence f1 ,..., f$ is a basis 
of RjPR over ci = cent(R/PR), implying t = n2. Q.E.D. 
If n = degree of RjPR is independent of the choice of P, we say R has 
rank n2. 
DEFINITION 6.2. R is an A,-ring if 
(i) All identities of M,(Z) are identities of R. 
(ii) SznV2 is not an identity of any nonzero homomorphic image of R. 
Artin [7] gave a remarkable theorem, which as modified by Procesi [16] 
says the following: 
R is Azumaya over C of rank n2 if and only if R is an An-ring. 
Amitsur [5] has given a simplified proof of this theorem; using the tools 
developed previously we shall show how in fact this theorem is a consequence 
of properties of central polynomials, specifically the Formanek polynomialg, . 
First we make some observations on the statement of the theorem. 
(1) For the implication to hold we need the phrase “of rank n2” since, 
for any field F, Mrl(F) @ M,%(F) is Azumaya over F @F but is not an 
A,-ring unless y1 = r2 . 
(2) The implication, “R Azumaya of rank n2 Z- R is A,” is easily seen 
to be true, so we need show only, “Any A,-ring is Axumaya of rank n2.” 
(3) If 1 4 R the statement of the theorem is void. For let {FJ be an 
infinite set of copies of fields isomorphic to F, and let R = oi Mn(Fi) be an 
infinite direct sum. R is easily seen to be an A,,-ring; on the other hand, R is 
not even finitely generated over C. 
Let I, be the additive subgroup of C generated by all values taken by the 
Formanek polynomial g, . Since g, is regular, 1, is an ideal of C contained 
in the central kernel I of R. The flavor of our approach is in the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. The following conditions are equivalent on a ring R 
satisfy’ng the identities of M,(Z): 
(1) R is an A,-ring. 
(2) g, is central for all nonzero homomorphic images of R. 
(3) I, = c. 
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Proof. (1) 3 (2). If g, is an identity of R/A for some proper ideal 
A then g, is an identity of RIP for any maximal P containing A, implying 
the simple ring RR/p has degree < n - 1, contradicting (1). 
(2) 3 (3). Since g, is an identity of R/I,R, we have R = I,R by (2). 
Hence R = IR (because 1, C I), so I = C by Corollary 4.20. If I, # C then 
we can embed I,, in a maximal ideal P of C, and PR > I,R = R, contrary to 
the conclusion of Theorem 4.16(d). Thus 1, = C. 
(3) + (2). Since 1, = C, 1 E 1, . Hence g, is not an identity of any 
nonzero homomorphic image of R. 
(2) 3 (1). Immediate since g, is an identity of M,-r(Z). Q.E.D. 
Suppose R is an A,-ring and let S be a submonoid of C. By theorem 3.1 
R, satisfies the identities of M,(Z) and, by Proposition 6.3(3), 1 E I, , so it 
is evident R, is also an An-ring. 
Let us call R admissible if C contains a multiplicative subgroup G whose 
image under any nonzero homomorphism of R contains at least n2 elements. 
For any A,-ring R, let H be the subring of C generated by 1. Choose two 
distinct primes p, and p, , each greater than n2, let .$ be a primitive (p1p2)th 
root of unity, and let R’ = R OH H[fl. The following result is due in the 
prime case to Procesi. 
LEMMA 6.4. R’ is an admissible An-ring. If R’ is Azumaya then R is 
Azumaya of rank n2. 
Proof. R’ satisfies the identities of M,(Z) by Proposition 1.3. On the 
other hand, Proposition 6.3(3) says there exist k > 1, ril ,..., ri,n+l in R for 
1 < i < k, such that Cfzlg,(ril ,..., rienfl) = 1. Hence 
j$g,(ra 0 l,..., ri.n+l 0 1) = 1 0 1, 
so R’ is an A,-ring by Proposition 6.3(3). As Procesi observed, setting 
G = (6) shows R’ is admissible. Now suppose R’ is Azumaya. Then R is 
Azumaya by [ll, p. 441. Let P be a prime ideal of C. R, is an An-ring, 
and C, = cent Rp by Theorem 4.16(a); hence R, w R & C, is central 
separable (i.e., Azumaya) by [I 1, Corollary 1.7, p. 441. By Lemma 6.1, we 
see Rp has dimension n2 over its center; hence R has rank n2, as claimed. 
Q.E.D. 
It is immediate from Lemma 6.4 that the Artin-Procesi theorem would 
follow from the statement, “All admissible An-rings are Azumaya,” which 
we aim to prove. Let f% be Amitsur’s polynomial of Theorem 2.7, which 
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gives a characteristic equation in M,(Z) for any Y, such thatg,(rr ,..., Y,+,) # 0. 
Clearly fn is an identity of any ring satisfying the identities of M,(Z); in 
particularf, is an identity of the A,,-ring R. Assume for the remainder of this 
proof that R is admissible, and let G be the multiplicative subgroup of C 
whose image under each nonzero homomorphism of R has at least 71s elements. 
We shall use fn to define a trace on R, in terms of the central polynomials g, 
and g,, of Theorem 2.7. 
Let (PU) be the set of maximal ideals of C. Since I = C, Theorem 4.16(d) 
gives us a one-to-one correspondence P, -+ pU into the set of maximal ideals 
of R, and P, = pU n C. Therefore, by Proposition 6.3, for each P, we can 
find yul ,..., yu.nfl in R such that g,(r,, ,..., Y~,~+~) $ pU , so 
Fix Y  in R, and for any X in G u (0) define 
We see that /z,,,(O) = gn(r,r ,..., Y~,~+J $ P. 
LEMMA 6.5. For each P, , there exists A, in G such that h,,(h,) 6 P,, . 
Proof. Viewing h,,(h) as a polynomial in h, we have h,,(X) = CT:;” w$* 
(the degree ofg, in the first indeterminate is n2 - n). If h,,(h) E P, , all A in G, 
then applying the standard Vandermonde determinant argument to the 
simple ring R/p;, (in which G = (G + l’,)/pU has at least n2 distinct elements) 
yields wi E pU for all i. But w0 = h,,(O) $ pU , a contradiction. Hence there 
exists h, in G such that h,,(h,) 6 P, . Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.6. For suitable Pui , 
such that C,“=, h,&J houi(0)ci = 1. 
1 < i < t, there exist ci in C and hi in G 
PYOO~. For any P, there exists &, in G such that h,,(X,) 4 P, . Since 
h,,(O) 4 P, and P, is maximal, we have h,,(X,) h,,(O) #P, . Hence the ideal 
of C generated by all h,,(h) h,,(O), all P, , is not contained in any maximal 
ideal of C and must therefore contain 1. Q.E.D. 
Let {Y, , Ya ,...} be a set of generic 72 x n matrices (i.e., Yk has entry 
$f’ in the (i, j) position, where the .$:’ are distinct commutative in- 
diterminates over Z) of cardinality 3 card R, and let T be the ring 
Z(Y, , Ya ,...} generated over Z by these generic matrices. Since R satisfies 
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the identities of J&(Z), there is an epimorphism 9): T -+ R in which each 
element of R is the image of a corresponding generic matrix Y, . 
Amitsur has proved that T is a P.I.-domain, so, by Theorem 3.3, its ring 
of central quotients D is a division ring. Let C’ = cent T. Since g, is central 
on T and since I, = C’, we have v(C’) = C by Theorem 4.22(c). Let S = 
q-l(G) n C’. Obviously y(S) = G and S is a submonoid of C’. We view 
TCTsCD. 
THEOREM 6.7. (a) There is an epimorphism Yy: T, -+ R given by 
Y(xs-1) = g)(x) q(s)-‘for all x in T, s in S; cent T, = C’s , and lu(C’,) = C. 
(b) The reduced trace map tr: D + cent D, when restricted to Ts , 
yields the map tr: T, -+ C’, . 
(c) Define tr: R -+ C by tr(‘Y(x)) = Y(tr x), x in T, . This is a well 
defked function satisfying the properties (i) tr(r, + r2) = tr r1 + tr r2 for all 
r1 , r2 in R; (ii) tr(r,r,) = tr(r,r,); (iii) tr(cr) = c tr r for 7 in R, c in C; (iv) 
tr 1 = 71. 
(d) For any P, we have tr(r + pa) = tr 7 + pu in Rlpu , for all r in R. 
Proof. (a) Immediate (cf. Section 3). 
(b) To show tr: Ts + C’, it clearly suffices to show tr: T + C’, . 
Choose rA1 ,..., Y&+~ in T for each u, such that v(rhJ = ruj , 1 <j < 71 + 1. 
Let us fix x in T and r = y(x) in R. For all s in S u {0}, let h;,(s) = 
gl,(sx + rL , r& ,..., rL.n+l) and K,,(s) = g&x + ril , ri2 ,..., &+d. Clearly 
dh~,(s)) = Lb(s)) and dY,(s)> = kdds)), all s in S u {Ol. 
Now by Theorem 2.7, h&(s) tr(sx + &) = -h;,(s), all s in S, and 
h;,(O) tr rhl = -h;,(O). Thus, h;,(s) h;,(O) tr x = h;Js) hh,(O)(tr(sx + rhl)- 
tr &)s-l = (h&(s) h;,(O) - h;,(O) h;,(s))s-1. Let us choose ci’ in C’, si in S 
such that ~(c~‘) = ci , F(Q) = hi , for ci and hi as in Corollary 6.6, 1 < i < t. 
Then 
v (i K&i) h&(O) 4) = i hot&) h,tJO) ci = 1, 
i=l i=l 
so xi=, hhYi(si) h&,(0)ci’ is an element s,, of (p-l(G) n C’ = S. Moreover, 
s,, tr x = f: h&(sJ h&(O) c; tr x 
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so tr x E T, . 
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(c) Since tr is linear on D, hence on Ts , we will know that tr: R + C 
is well defined once we have shown that for ally in Y-l(O) C T, , Y(tr r) = 0. 
Suppose y = XS-I, x in T, s in S. Then Y  = v(x) = 0, so h,,((h,) = h,,I(O) 
and h,,&) = h,*(O), all i. Applying Y to both sides of (1) yields 
so Y(try) = Y(tr x) v(s)-’ = 0. Therefore tr: R -+ C is well defined and 
properties (i)-(iv) are inherited from tr on Ts . 
(d) For any element Y  of R, let f denote Y  + I’, in R/p,, . Thus we want 
tr f = G, all Y  in R. Fix Y  and choose x in T, s, in S such that T(X) = Y, 
d)(sJ = h, , X, as in Lemma 6.5. Defining rL1 ,..., I:,,+~ , hi, , hk as in (b), 
we have, from Theorem 2.7, 
&(s,) t&x + G) = --h&J and k&(O) tr r& = --h;,(O). 
Applying Y to both sides of each equation yields h,(h,) tr(h,r + yul) = 
--h,,(/\,) and h,,(O) tr rUl = --h,,(O). Taking images in R/pu , we have 
bJ4J W,r + y,d = -UU and Ou(O)G = -k,,(O). 
But Theorem 2.7 applied to R/pu yields h,,(X,) tr(&,f + G) = --R,,(h,) -- - -- 
and h,,(O) tr r,, = --h,,(O). Since h,,(h,) # 0 and h,,(O) # 0 (by definition -- 
of Atb in Lemma 6.5) we conclude tr(&,r + Y,~) = tr(&,f + c) and tr rul = 
trr,l. 
-- 
Hence tr h,r = tr c. But A, # 0, so & = tr f, as desired. 
Q.E.D. 
It is easy now to show that R is Azumaya. Let P be any maximal ideal of C 
and let P be the maximal ideal of R containing P. RIP is simple with center 
isomorphic to C/P (by Theorem 4.22). Moreover, R/p is of degree n since 
R is an A,,-ring, so R/p has dimension ns as C/P-module, having base 
fnl ,..., ?=,a . Let (tr(rtrj)) be the ~9 x n2 matrix whose (i, j)-entry is tr(rirg), 
1 < i, j < n2, and let d = det(tr(rirj)). Since tr(fifj)) = (tr(r,r,)), we have 
d = det(tr(rifj)) # 0. Hence d 4 P. Let R, be the localization of R by the set 
{d” 1 k = 0, I,... }. Artin [7, p. 5531 has shown that r,l-l,..., ~~~1-l are linearly 
independent over cent R, , using the following argument: 
SupposeCri, ~~r~1-l = 0, ci E cent R, for all i. Then C& ci tr(rird)l-l = 0. 
This gives us a system of n2 equations in the c, , 1 < i < na. Solving these 
equations gives us (dl-l)c, = 0 for all k, 1 ,( k < n2. Thus c, = 0, 
1 < k < tz2. 
Now choose I~‘,..., YAP in T such that ~(rg’) = ri , 1 < i < 9, and let 
3’ = det(r+‘r,‘)). Clearly y E C,’ and Y(y) = d # 0, so y f 0. Let T’ be the 
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localization of T, by (yk 1 k = 0, I,...}. Viewing T C T, C T’ C D, we see (by 
Artin’s argument given above) that ri’,..., r,!, 2 are linearly independent in T’ 
over cent T’. Since D is the ring of central quotients of T’, it follows that 
rl 
, ,..., r& are linearly independent over cent D and must be a basis for D over 
cent D since D has degree n. Suppose for r’ in T’, 
2 
rl = c CiYi’, 
i=l 
ci in cent D. 
Then 
tr(r’rj’) = g ci tr(ti’rf’), 
t=1 
Since det(tr(r,‘rj’)) = y is invertible in C,‘, we can solve this system of 
equation for ci , 1 < i < n2 and get ci E T’ in particular. Thus or’,..., thZ is 
a basis for T’ over cent T’. But there is an epimorphism of R’ onto R, given 
by xy-k++ Y(x)&” for x in TS , so rr ,..., r,p is a basis for R, over cent Rd . 
Thus we have found d $ P such that R, is free of dimension n2 over cent R, . 
It follows by Theorem l(e) of [lo, p. 1381 that R is finitely generated projec- 
tive over C. Thus R is finitely presented, so R is Azumaya by [lo, p. 180, 
Example 14(a)]. 
Therefore all admissible &-rings are Azumaya, which concludes the 
proof of the Artin-Procesi theorem. Q.E.D. 
Since our proof is largely dependent on ideas of Procesi [16], it might be 
worthwhile to sketch his proof briefly, indicating similarities and differences 
between his proof and this proof. Procesi defines a trace on prime local 
admissible &-rings R. This trace has the property tr f = G, where f is the 
image in R/i@ of an element Y  of R, @ the unique maximal ideal of R. This 
trace is used to prove that prime local admissible &-rings are Azumaya 
[16, Lemma 3.!], implying prime admissible &-rings are Azumaya [16, 
Lemma 3.71. Using a result by Small on noncentral localization in P.I.-rings 
[16, Theorem 2.21, he shows that it is enough to consider localizations of T 
which are An-rings, T defined as in the proof given here. Now T is prime, 
and by adjoining a primitive p,p,th root of unity, p, , p, > n2, he makes the 
localizations of T into prime admissible An-rings, reducing the theorem to 
a case he has already handled. 
The proof presented in this paper follows similar lines. Using central 
localization, an easy notion to grasp, we find that the concept of A,-ring is 
strongly connected to Formanek’s polynomial (Proposition 6.3). Amitsur’s 
“generic” characteristic equation (Theorem 2.7) then permits us to define 
a trace on admissible An-rings, which depends essentially on various central 
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polynomials and which therefore is inherited in homomorphic images. With 
this trace, we can use the discriminant argument of Artin (which Procesi also 
needs) to show admissible &-rings are Azumaya. Then it follows easily that 
all &rings are Azumaya, of rank n2. As presented here, the crucial part of 
the proof is Theorem 4.16. Since we do not need P = PR in part (d), the 
proof does not rely on Theorem 4.6, the only result in Section 4 which is not 
derived entirely from elementary properties of central localization. 
Proposition 6.3 and the Artin-Procesi theorem combine to give interesting 
insights about Azumaya algebras. In the following discussion, let R satisfy 
the identities of M%(Z) and let I’ be the additive subgroup of C generated by 
all values taken by central polynomials of M,(Z). I’ is a submonoid of C. 
LEMMA 6.8. R is an A,-ring ;f and only if 1 E I’. 
Proof. If R is an An-ring then 1 EI, by Proposition 6.3(3), so clearly 
1 E I’. Conversely, suppose 1 ~1”. Suppose a homomorphic image i? of R 
has degree < rz - 1. Then all central polynomials of M,(Z) are identities 
of R, so i? = 0. This shows R is an An-ring, by definition. Q.E.D. 
Note that if R is prime, then R satisfies the identities of M,(F) for some 
field F, and the same argument as in Lemma 6.8 shows that R is A, if and 
only if 1 E I, the central kernel of R. 
COROLLARY 6.9. If C is a domain then I‘/& is nil. 
Proof. Choose y ET and let S = {y” 1 k = 0, I,...}. As observed following 
Proposition 6.3, R, is an As-ring. Hence cy-j = 1 . 1-l for some c in I, , 
j > 0. But C is a domain, so c = yj. Q.E.D. 
If R is taken to be Z(Y}, the ring of generic n x 71 matrices, Corollary 6.9 
shows that any central polynomial of M,(Z) has a power in the T-ideal 
generated by g, . 
We conclude this section with a general way of constructing Azumaya 
algebras of rank n2. In this construction one could substitute throughout 
I,, for I’, since 1 E I, o 1 E I’ for any ring satisfying the identities of M,(Z), 
by Lemma 6.8. 
Let T = Z{Y, , Y2 ,...}, generated by a set of generic matrices of arbitrary 
infinite cardinality, let C’ = cent T, and let S,, = (C’ - Z) u {I}, a sub- 
monoid of C’. 
To construct an Azumaya algebra, we let S # (1) be a submonoid of 
S,, and let R be a nonzero homomorphic image of T, . Clearly 1 E I’, so R 
is an An-ring; hence R is Azumaya of rank n2. 
Conversely, suppose R is an As-ring. If we form T with a set of generic 
matrices of cardinality >, card R then there is an epimorphism ‘p: T -+ R. 
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Since I, = C, we have, by Theorem 4.22, cp(@) = C. Let S = q-l(l) n Se . 
Obviously S # 1 is a submonoid of S,, , and there is a canonical 
homomorphism Y: T, -+ R given by Y(xs-r) = q-~(x) for all x in T, s in S. 
This shows our construction is general. 
Let R be an A,-ring which is not a division algebra. Then T, , as defined 
in the preceding paragraph, is not a division algebra, so there is a central 
polynomial g(X, ,..., X,) such that S ng(Yr ,..., Y,)T = Ed. 
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